
Game Length ??  
Players  2-5  
Starting Player Last person that saw snow  
Mechanics  Set Collection  

Components  27 cards  
   4 Relationship Bonus Tiles  
   1 Board
   5 Player Tokens (x2)
   Instructions

#12 - Love Actually
The Video Shop and Blue Room Board Games 
Presents: Dice hard
 
Alex and Sam are joined by Karl from Ark Angel 
Games to turn your favorite movies into board 
games.

This Episode: Love Actually, where the trio learns 
a lesson in the little touches.

Join the discussion about any of the games on 
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/DiceHard/

Find Alex of Blue Room Board Games
Twitter: @blueroombg
twitter.com/BlueRoomBG
wynnter.persona.co
facebook.com/BlueRoomGames
facebook.com/redgeniegames

Find Cal
@caillanjenkins

Find Sam
@samprattwhite

Find Karl
@arkangel_games
arkangelgames.com

Find The Video Shop
@videoshoppod

thevideoshop.com.au



Set up
Place the Board in the center of the table. 

Each player chooses a colour and takes the tokens 
of that colour. 
Each player places 1 token on each of the white 
“Start” boxes of the Board, and the second token 
near the start of the ribbon on the Scoring Track. 
(See Image >) 

Shuffle the whole deck, and deal out 4 cards 
facedown to each player, these can be picked up 
and should be kept secret. Place the remaining 
cards near the board. 

Place the bonus tiles near the board. And finally 
determine starting player - last person who saw 
snow.

Love Actually: the Dice Hard Card Game
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harry

5 karen, Bernard, Daisy

2 Mia
If you have a 

black card 
discard it and 

+2 points

Name

Player Tokens

Board

Scoring Track

Relationship 
Tracks

Ability

Set you need to score

Top symbol is for top row

Lower symbol is for lower rowRelationships

Score for the set

Colour

Card

Bonus Tile

harry

5 karen, Bernard, Daisy

2 Mia
If you have a 

black card 
discard it and 

+2 points

If youR player token 
reaches the forth slot on 

the relationship track, take 
this tile.

friendship4 4 Bonus points

Blue

Red

Pink

Relationship

Names in the 
set to score

Eg1 To score 4 points, this player needs this card 
+ the Karen, Bernard and Daisy card. Alternatively 
they can score 2 points with this card and the Mia 
card. 

Daniel

2 Sam

Take any 2 
cards from the 
discard pile

MARC

Choose a player, 
they show you 

their hand 
of cards 
secretly.

2 Juliet3 Peter, Mia

Harriet

All players choose 
a card in hand, 

shuffle those 
cards together 
and deal one 
out to each 

player. 

2 colin2 USA Girls



Extra: During another players turn, if they 
discard a card without completing a set 
- that completes a set in your hand, you 
can say “Actually” and claim that card and 
score that set. You do not draw until your 
turn again in step 3.

If you say it and it does not make a set, 
you must discard 2 cards from your hand, 
and again, do not draw again until 
your turn 

 

Game End
Triggers:
When the last relationship bonus tile has 
been claimed /OR/ A player has reached 
20 points.

End
Each other player then plays one more 
turn, and the player with the highest 
score wins. 

Playing the game
Go through the steps, in order.   
  

Step 1 - asking
At the start of any players turn they 
can choose to draw the top card from 
the discard pile, or choose a player. 

Discard pile option
Draw the top card from the discard pile.
Note: The discard pile should never be rearranged.

Choosing a player option
Choose a player.
Ask that player for a card - you may ask for:
A Name, a Relationship or a Colour.
A Name is featured at the top of each card, a 
Relationship is marked by a symbol in the bottom left - 
Romace, Friendship, Professional or Family, a Colour is 
determined by the ribbon/card colour - Red, Blue, Pink

If they have it
That player must hand it 
over to you and you add it 
to your hand. That players 
draws a new card from the 
deck to maintain having 4 
cards. 

Step 2 - Scoring
If a player has all the parts to score one set they place those cards 
in front of them. This will be an initial card that specifies the set 
needed, and the other cards med by that initial card in one of the 
relationships. See Eg1 You can only score one set a turn.

Whichever relationship you completed, you gain points on the 
scoring track equal to the bauble number. 
Then you gain 1 point on the appropriate relationship track.

Lastly, choose one of the cards you scored with and use its ability.

Step 3 - Cleanup
Discard any cards that have been scored into the discard pile 
faceup. If you have more then 4 cards in your hand, you must 
discard down to 4. If you have less then 4 cards in your hand draw 
cards until you have 4 cards in your hand again.
If the deck does not have enough cards, draw what is left then 
shuffle the discard pile to create a new deck and continue to draw.

If you have met the goal of any of the relationship bonus’s gain that 
tile and add the score to the score track. No other player may claim 
this tile. 

Pass the turn. 

If they Don’t
Draw a card from the 
deck.

If youR player token 
reaches the forth slot on 

the relationship track, take 
this tile.

Romance4 4

If youR player token 
reaches the forth slot on 

the relationship track, take 
this tile.

friendship4 4

If youR player token 
reaches the forth slot on 

the relationship track, take 
this tile.

professional4 4

If youR player token 
reaches the forth slot on 

the relationship track, take 
this tile.

family4 4

Blue Red Pink

Daniel

2 Sam

Take any 2 
cards from the 
discard pile

MARC

Choose a player, 
they show you 

their hand 
of cards 
secretly.

2 Juliet3 Peter, Mia

Harriet

All players choose 
a card in hand, 

shuffle those 
cards together 
and deal one 
out to each 

player. 

2 colin2 USA Girls



pOTUS

You can pass this if 
someone asks for 
David or Natalie.

You cannot 
discard this 

card in step 3

daisy

5 karen, harry, bernard

2 bernard

Extra: If another 
player discards 
bernard, claim it, 
both you and the 
player that dis-
carded bernard 
score this set. 

Mia

3 Natalie, Mark

2 Harry Give a player a 
card from your 
hand, then they 
discard one at 
random. 

You cannot 
discard this 

card in step 3

RUFUS

bernard

5 karen, harry, Daisy

2 Daisy Extra: If another 
player discards 
Daisy, claim it, 
both you and 
the player that 
discarded Daisy 
score this set. 

David

2 Karen2 Natalie Ask for a card, if 
any player can 
give it to you, 
they do. 

harry

5 karen, Bernard, Daisy

2 Mia
If you have a 

black card 
discard it and 

+2 points

karen

5 harry, Bernard, Daisy

2 David Extra: You can 
score both these 
sets at the 
same time for 
+2 points

Natalie

2 Mia
2 David

The players either 
side of you 
exposes one 
card to you.



Johanna

2 Sam

Take any 2 cards 
from the discard 
pile. Show all 
players

Juliet

Choose a player, 
on that players 
turn they can 
only ask you 
for a card. 

2 Peter2 Mark

Jamie

Ask a player for 
a colour, that 
player gives 
you a card 
that is NOT 

that.

5 Sarah, Peter, Juliet

2 Aurelia

Sam

2 Johanna2 Daniel Take any card 
from the discard 
pile. Show all 
players

Peter

+1 Friendship 
token

2 Juliet2 Mark

Aurelia

If you didn’t 
ask anyone 
for Jamie or 
Aurelia this 
turn score 
+2 points 

2 Jamie

Daniel

2 Sam

Take any 2 
cards from the 
discard pile

MARC

Choose a player, 
they show you 

their hand 
of cards 
secretly.

2 Juliet3 Peter, Mia

Sarah

3
Professional
Karl, Harry

5 Jamie, Peter, Juliet

2 Karl



Karl

When you score 
this, gain a 

point in both a 
professional 
and romance,

3 harry, Sarah

2 Sarah

Harriet

All players choose 
a card in hand, 

shuffle those 
cards together 
and deal one 
out to each 

player. 

2 colin2 USA Girls
USA Girls

All players choose 
a card in hand, 

shuffle those 
cards together 
and deal one 
out to each 

player. 

3 harriet, Colin

2 harriet

Judy

Choose a player 
- They expose 
their hand to 

only you. 

3 Tony, john

2 john

Colin

Fill your hand 
with cards, then 

each player 
passes a card 
to their left.

3 harriet, usa girls

2 tony

Joe

+1 to Any 
relationship

2 Billy
2 BILLY

John

Choose a player 
- They expose 
their hand to 

only you. 

3 Tony, judy

2 Judy

Tony

Choose Any 
two players, 
they swap 
one card. 

3 Judy, John2 Colin

Billy

+1 to Any 
relationship

2 joe
2 joe



Player Tokens

Bonus Tiles

If youR player token 
reaches the forth slot on 

the relationship track, take 
this tile.

Romance4 4

If youR player token 
reaches the forth slot on 

the relationship track, take 
this tile.

friendship4 4

If youR player token 
reaches the forth slot on 

the relationship track, take 
this tile.

professional4 4

If youR player token 
reaches the forth slot on 

the relationship track, take 
this tile.

family4 4
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